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Welcome
Message from the President

Dear Guests,

Welcome to our 2017 Edeweiss Gala Dinner. We hope you 
will have a great evening!

This year, HOSPICE Casa Speranţei has completed  25 
years of activity and we are so glad that you are here to 
celebrate this special milestone with us.

25 years ago, there was simply no specialist care available 
at all for terminally ill patients and their families in this country. 
Most patients were simply sent home to die and their families 
had to cope as best they could.

Now, hospice care is available to some 10% of those need 
it. Still a long way to go!

One of the songs from “Les Miserables” (incidentally my 
favourite musical of all time!) talks about  “empty chairs at 
empty tables”. This is of course the reality  for thousands of 
families we care for each year.

But we have the privilege of easing their burden by being 
alongside them at the most difficult time in their lives.

Thank you too for being alongside us in this important 
mission.

Graham Perolls
President HOSPICE Casa Speranţei

Graham Perolls
President
HOSPICE Casa Speranţei
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Dear guests,

My warmest welcome to all of you, and thank you sincerely 
for your presence at our “Magic of the Musicals” Edelweiss 
Dinner. We hope you will enjoy the inspiring live music, 
delicious food and great company.

HOSPICE Casa Speranței is about life, courage and 
people - patients, their families, employees and all those who 
believe in our cause and all those who have stood by us in 
the quest to bring change in the life of our patients. 

HOSPICE was and still is a trailblazer and the success of 
our projects is proof that there can be construction, there 
can be new services offered, there can be communities that 
stand together. HOSPICE proves that there still is a desire to 
offer quality care services, against all the obvious challenges 
that exist in the Romanian system (and especially in the 
poorly funded medical system) and against the insufficient 
national development of the Palliative Care concept.

Once again, I would like to express my gratitude to all the 
guests, sponsors, donors. Please keep us in the top of your 
mind. Please talk about us. And please come back again. 
Your help is greatly appreciated and be assured that your 
support for  HOSPICE Casa Speranţei has made a huge 
difference and will continue to do so.

Mirela Nemțanu,
CEO HOSPICE Casa Speranței
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Un grup farmaceutic
internaţional, condus 
de o fundaţie non-profit



În centrul tuturor
acţiunilor noastre

PACIENTUL
ȘI
INOVAŢIA



19:00

19:45

19:50

20:30

20:45

21:45

22:30

23:00

Drinks

Welcome

Speeches

Artistic Moment

Champion Award

HOSPICE Video

Artistic Moment

End of the evening

SILENT AUCTION
will take place throughout 
the entire evening. 

Order of Events
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will be presented by:

Cosmin Stan

Eli Roman

Cosmin Stan is an international Emmy award winning 
journalist with over 17 years’ experience in TV news – both 
on air and behind the cameras.
He is the only person from Central and Eastern Europe to 
have received this award. It was awarded in recognition 
of his investigative reporting on the plight of Romanian 
children left alone by their parents whilst working abroad. 
He is a storyteller and is always looking to create 
engaging video content.
Following on from his career as news correspondent and 
news anchor for one of the most important TV networks in 
Romania, Cosmin is now concentrating on his career in the 
video production industry and focussing on his freelance 
work for international media outlets.

Eli Roman is an experienced and reputable journalist with 
extensive on air and off air experience.

News anchor for one of the most important TV networks 
in Romania, she gathers bits and pieces of people’s life 

stories and fills the often large gaps.
Outside work hours, Eli contributes to community life. 

Enthusiastic and eager to help others, she is involved in a 
large number of volunteering and CSR actions.
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Follow us

REQUEST YOUR  
BUILT-TO-SUIT
SOLUTION

commercial@ctp.eu   I   ctp.eu

CTP is central Europe’s largest full-
service commercial developer focusing 
on high-tech, custom-built solutions. 
For manufacturing, e-commerce or 
logistics the CTPark Network provides 
you access to the location that best 
fits your business needs, anywhere in 
Romania. 

Find out what we can do for you today.

7 COUNTRIES
82 LOCATIONS
450 CLIENTS

Bucharest
Pitești

Sibiu

Turda

Deva

Cluj-Napoca

Timișoara

Arad

CTP Comunity Ad v01.indd   1 06/11/2017   18:50



COMMITTED TO 
SUPPORTING THE 
COMMUNITIES 
WHERE WE 
OPERATE

Proud to sponsor

CTP–sponsored kindergarten 
newly open in Slovakia. 





Răzvan Mazilu, the only Romanian director and choreographer with constant preoccu-
pation and successes in the world of Musical Theatre, proposes an exciting and colour-
ful trip to the seductive world of two of the most beloved musicals in history: Chicago 

and Les Miserables. 
The journey will take you from the 19th century French Revolution of the 1930s to a 
sensual and dangerous Chicago through a musical-choreographic show that will not 
miss hits like “All That Jazz”, “Roxie”, “All I Care About is Love”, “I dreamed a Dream” 

and “Empty Chairs and Empty Tables”. 
The artists who will perform are the actors of the Comedy Theater and the Mic Theater 

in Bucharest:  
Anca Florescu, Daniela Tocari, Oana Pușcatu and Lucian Ionescu.

The Artists
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Making Every Day Count
For 25 years, HOSPICE Casa Speranţei 
has been providing a range of 
specialised palliative care services 
for Romanian children and adults 
diagnosed with an incurable illness, 
including: in-patient services, home care 
visits, day care, out-patient services, 
social care, spiritual and psychological 
counselling and physioteraphy.
To date, more than 22,000 patients and 
their families have received our support 
and discovered that they are not alone 

in their battle. Our work means that people no longer have to face their illness 
alone.
According to statistics, more than 40,000 people in Bucharest alone are 
fighting cancer, and 5,000 more are diagnosed every year with the same 
unforgiving disease.
The numers are staggering and the support these people receive from the 
public health system is basic at best.
In September 2014 we opened the Bucharest HOSPICE Centre. This was a very 
important step in supporting patients 
suffering from an incurable illness who live 
in Bucharest and surrounding areas.
The Bucharest HOSPICE Center has 
allowed us to greatly extend the 
organisation’s activities and to introduce 
the highest standard of palliative care into 
the capital. 
HOSPICE is also developing a centre for 
children affected by rare and life-limiting 
illnesses and their families, in Adunaţii 
Copăceni, 15 kilometres outside Bucharest. The HOSPICE Center will provide an 
enviroment where children and their families can find support and assistance, 
both medical and practical. HOSPICE needs our support and community 
involvement, for this project too.
In 2016, HOSPICE Casa Speranţei reached over 250 employees in our 
integrated services center, in Bucharest and in Brașov, and also in our two 
mobile teams in Făgăraș and Zărnești.
All the services HOSPICE offers are free of charge for all patients and their 
families, regardless of their social and financial status, nationality or religion. 
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LIVE AUCTION LOTS
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Photograph: The shepherd 
Moldova - Romania
120x80 cm  Edition 3/5 + 3AP
by Cristian Movilă 

STARTING BID: 

35,000€
The photos of Cristian Movila are a continuous reflection of the artist of the 
human condition in the contemporary world. Finding the perfect balance between 
freedom and precision he carries forward his pursuit of images that declare their 
autonomy while transcending their photographic nature. 
The quest he embarked is above all the restless wandering of someone who, 
through his impersonal presence, aspires to an awareness of the world. Starting 
from theaters of war, he moves towards a more tangible reality for the ordinary 
people: like a Romanian village, a child in hospital, a political meeting or an urban 
scene in New York. Though all his pictures are stamped with the characteristic 
motifs of Cristian’s style,  which invariably revolves around the dialectical interplay 
of false opposites: distant-present, archetypal-particular, beautiful-cruel, manifest-
enigmatic, each of his artwork can stand on its own as a single piece,  this image-
object, is the place wherein these tensions are welcomed and contained.
Robust, considerate, humble, generous, and able to focus thought and emotion in 
striking imagery, Cristian is an important messenger and voice in the universe of 
visual storytelling. His engagement with the world and his visual testimony to our 
times will be an essential contribution to our collective history and memory.

Transylvanian 
Experience - Private 
Tour of ‘Dracula’s 
Castle’ 
STARTING BID: 

900€
The package includes a private tour of Bran “Dracula’s” Castle outside visiting 
hours, followed by dinner at Queen Marie’s Tea House.  The Tea House is at 
the castle and was recently converted into a smart, welcoming restaurant.   
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“Daca vrei cu adevărat să faci ceva, vei 
gasi o cale, daca nu, vei găsi o scuză”
by Miruna I. and Bogdan Turcea 
STARTING BID: 

1,000€
The work represents a vision of motherhood, in 
which the body of the child, since the shortfall 
fulfillment, emerge from the matrix foster. 
The matrix, as a clothing covering the bodies, 
symbols of childhood, the fruit of the imagination 
of the moment of Miruna, a pedriatic patient of 
HOSPICE Casa Speranţei.

Angelic wing symbolizes the divinity of the 
maternity ward, the required attribute to accede 
in the high spheres of ideas, where God dwells 
and can find Salvation.

The stages of the passage of the spirit toward enlightenment, from the 
mineral, then the human and the divine, can be found in a tectonic sequence, 
starting from the stone socket, continuing with five legs-entangled branches, 
human torsos to wing, are guided by the unconditional love of the mother.

Drawing
by Ștefan Câlţia 
STARTING BID: 

1,500€

Stefan Caltia’s works speak of universal realities that are in a constant and 
direct connection with the world and life. The artist sees the world as a sum 
of things so clear that they cannot be separated into segments, no matter 
the complexity of our life’s trajectory, a feature visible in the journey of the 
characters, of the objects and the themes of his work. Therefore, the works 
and his presence as a contemporary artist, his activities in Sona village 
(Brasov Country) are coming into view especially by illustrating the natural of 
life, understood as place, nature, carnival or journey.



WE’RE PASSIONATE
ABOUT WAREHOUSES. 
WE’RE ALSO PASSIONATE
ABOUT GIVING BACK
TO THE COMMUNITY.



Charity Lot:
10 Home Visits
by HOSPICE Casa Speranţei 
STARTING BID: 

300€
Help our patients benefit for specialized services (called “palliative care 
services”)  and enjoy, together with their loved ones, the best quality of life 
and as good of a comfort as we can offer while trying to relieve the pain or 
any other unpleasant symptom they may experience. Support our home care 
visits by offering 300 euros, the cost of 10 sessions of palliative care offered 
at home.
Most of the HOSPICE patients receive palliative care services at home, 
since home is the place where those who suffer may be surrounded by the 
affection of their loving family. Following the initial evaluation, the patient and 
the nursing team stay in contact. HOSPICE Casa Speranţei is dedicated to 
serving the community. All our palliative care services are provided free-of-
charge  to those who need support at a difficult time in their lives.
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Vintage Audio Rack
by HOSPICE Casa Speranţei 
STARTING BID: 

6,500€
One of the most prestigious hi-end systems developed 
in the late 1970s, a period known as the culmination 
of creativity and technical performance inn the 
field. This rare collection line is a prestigious and 
powerful statement. It is made up from the top of the 
range system Marantz ESOTEC 7 in tandem with the 
professional TASCAM 34B tape recorder. To be also 
futureproof, the system is completed with the HEOS 
Link player made by DENON, the door to the future of 
music streaming via internet. All together realizing an 
unbeatable line of acoustic performance and image for 
the owner. The system was fully serviced in August 2017 
and bennefits from a 1 year warranty plus assistance in 
assembly and use included.



WDP Industrial Parks Timisoara,
Cluj & Oradea 

WDP Industrial Parks Dragomiresti,
Stefanesti, Corbii Mari & Fundulea

Constanta Area

WDP Industrial Park Ploiesti WDP Industrial Park Brasov WDP Industrial Park Pitesti

WDP Industrial Park Rm. Valcea WDP Industrial Park Sibiu WDP Industrial Park Braila

Bucharest Area
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Custom-Made Dress
by Dorin Negrau 
STARTING BID: 

500€
TANIA dress, 100% silk
Beige silk veil dress covered with a golden 
metallic film and lined with burgundy 
colored satin silk.

Charity Lot:
One Week Admission 
in the Inpatient Unit
by HOSPICE Casa Speranţei 
STARTING BID: 

1,000€
Help our patients suffering from terminal, rare or life-limiting illness receive 
appropriate hospice care by offering 1,000 euros, the cost for one week in the 
in-patient unit admission
In 2016 just under 10% of terminally ill patients received some sort of hospice 
based care.  HOSPICE Casa Sperantei cared for over a quarter of those 
patients. 





Autumn-Winter 2018 
Alpaca Suri Coat 
Collection for Men 
STARTING BID: 

2,600€
Known as The Fibre of the Gods, the vicuna wool is the finest and most 
distinguished of all natural fibres available on Earth. Alpaca, the imperial 
creature, part of the vicuna family is a graceful camelid that has inspired tales 
and legends that in time became myths. Thereby alpaca is a protected animal 
and hunting it is strictly forbidden. From its wool are made the most luxurious 
clothes for royal and imperial families. Considering its strict protection, the 
animal is not submitted to the standard wool cutting process, but instead 
it is brushed; the fibres used for the alpaca suri fabric’s construction are 
handpicked in the brushing process.
The mix between these fibres’ remarkable properties and the complex 
procedure of creating the fabric, to which we add the animal’s special 
status and the strict regulations regarding its wool, are the reasons why this 
luxuriant fabric is only available in limited amounts and with proportional 
expenses. 
SARTO bespoke is delighted to present you exclusively a selection of 9 
colours from the Autumn-Winter 2018 alpaca suri coat collection for men, all 
available bespoke.

Charity Lot:
Doctor’s Sallary
by HOSPICE Casa Speranţei 
STARTING BID: 

3,600€

We care for children and adults suffering from an incurable illness, with 
professionalism and dedication, offering specialised services for them and 
for their families. Help our patients by offering 3,600 euros, the cost for three 
months salary for one doctor. 
HOSPICE Casa Speranţei is increasing access to palliative care at national  
and international levels through raising awareness, providing educational 
programmes for medical professionals, patients and the community and 
also by working with government to achieve an appropriate legislative 
environment.
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Primul complex rezidenţial din București 

certificat ”Green Homes”, nivelul Excelent

Premiat în cadrul Forbes Green Awards 

2017 pentru sustenabilitate în domeniul 

imobiliar.

Principalul dezvoltator imobiliar 
specializat in construirea si promovarea 
proprietatilor rezidentiale exclusiviste 
din Bucuresti

One United Properties

office@oneunited.ro

fb.com/oneunitedproperties

Bd. Dacia, nr. 56, București

+40 31 225 10 00

+40 726 000 026SILENT
AUCTION
The silent auction is held both 
in the auction area where the 
objects are  diplayed and also on-
line, on the internet at Lavacow.
com. 

Please visit lavacow.com, where 
you can create an account very 
quickly and easily and then you 
can bid for the desired object.

THE SILENT AUCTION
will take place throughout 

the entire evening. 



Tonight’s Menu
~

Fresh salmon tartar with quail egg  

***
Turkey breast turnedo, wrapped in pancetta, with gorgonzola 

and red wine powder, served with berries sauce, baked rosemary 
potatoes and grilled vegetables

***
Black chocolate mousse with raspberry

***
Selection of bread and butter
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Dacă şi tu crezi că niciun om care înfruntă un 
diagnostic necruţător nu trebuie să fie singur pe acest 
drum, alătură-te luptei pe care HOSPICE o duce de un 

sfert de veac.
Direcţionează până la 20% din impozitul pe profitul 
companiei pe care o reprezinţi către HOSPICE Casa 
Speranţei şi fii alături de cei care se luptă cu o boală 

incurabilă şi de familiile acestora.

20.HOSPICE.RO

DE 25 DE ANI, 
REDĂM VALOAREA 
FIECĂREI CLIPE DE VIAŢĂ.

HOSPICE



HOSPICE Champion

Thank you! 
We would like to sincerely thank our generous supporters and all 
those who have volunteered their services and time for the Edelweiss 
Magic of the Musicals Dinner.

Award 2017

For the past 11 years, the President of HOSPICE Casa Speranţei 
has presented the HOSPICE CHAMPION AWARD to companies 
and individuals who have made an outstanding contribution to the 
development of the charity.

2016
Iannis Papalekas (Globalworth)
Katharina Scheidereiter 
(Kaufland Romania)
2015 
Gilles Antoine (L’Oréal Romania)
2014
Steven van Groningen 
(Raiffeisen Bank)
and Valeria van Groningen 
(ABRC)
2013
Cristi Bonea (patient)
2012
Princess Marina Sturdza

2011
Libby Gitenstein (volunteer)
and Marius Apertroaie (patient)
2010
Patrick Desbiens 
(GlaxoSmithKline)
2009
Vodafone Romania Foundation
2008
Crier Media Group
2007
Dan Minculescu (Macromex)
2006
Roberto Musneci (GlaxoSmithKline)
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globalworthTM

DIAMOND SPONSORS

ANNIVERSARY SPONSOR

GOLD SPONSOR

SILVER SPONSORS

BRONZE SPONSORS

RUBY SPONSORS

OTHER SPONSORS

www.hospice.ro


